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1. Backdrop of Vietnam War

In late 1964, to prevent North Vietnam and National Liberation Front (NLF—South Vietnam-
based guerrilla resistance forces known as Viet Cong) from taking over South Vietnam,
President Johnson sent U.S. troops to South Vietnam. The quick victory that was expected
did not happen. By the end of 1965 the U.S. military had almost 200,000 troops in South
Vietnam, 2,000 U.S. troops had been killed there, and the Army was drafting 35,000 young
men every month. There were anti-war demonstrations at many American colleges and
universities. By 1967 the country was becoming divided over the war—a war that President
Johnson  was  committed  to  continuing—and  it  became  the  major  issue  of  the  1968
presidential election.

2. Eugene McCarthy Enters the Race

On November 30, 1967, Sen. Eugene McCarthy (D-MN) publicly announced his intention to
run as  a  peace candidate against  Johnson in  the 1968 presidential  race.  At  this  time
McCarthy  was  becoming  a  hero  among  college  students  becauae  of  his  outspoken
opposition to the Vietnam War. Curtis Gans and Allard K. Lowenstein, who had started the
Dump  Johnson  movement  in  1967,  became  major  figures  in  McCarthy’s  new  campaign

organization.[1]

3. Tom McCoy

In the mid-1960s Tom McCoy was in charge of CIA political and psychological operations in
East Asia. William Colby had been CIA station chief in Saigon from 1960 to 1962. In 1967
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Colby returned to Saigon to establish the Phoenix assassination program and he was surely
in  close  contact  with  McCoy regarding  operations,  etc.  But  in  November  1967 McCoy
resigned from the CIA and tried to join McCarthy’s anti-Vietnam War campaign organization.
He told McCarthy’s people many stories about the war’s blunders and absurdities.  But
McCarthy was suspicious of McCoy, and refused to give him a position in his campaign

organization.[2]

4. The Tet Offensive

On January 30, 1968, the Viet Cong and North Vietnamese troops in South Vietnam began
the Tet  Offensive,  an all-out  surprise attack over much of  South Vietnam against  U.S.  and
South Vietnamese military installations. The Tet Offensive lasted until Feb 23, by which time
U.S.  and  South  Vietnamese  military  forces  had  defeated  the  Viet  Cong  and  North
Vietnamese  troops.  The  Tet  Offensive  came  as  a  shock  to  the  U.S.  government  and  the
American people, who had not understood that Hanoi and the Viet Cong were capable of
such an ambitious military operation. As a result,  American public support for the war
declined—and support for Senator McCarthy increased among mainstream Democrats.

5. The New Hampshire primary

The  nation’s  first  primary  was  the  New  Hampshire  primary  on  March  12.  McCarthy’s
organization  arrived  early  and  canvassed  the  state  with  an  army  of  college  student
campaign volunteers (the “children’s crusade”). On primary day, McCarthy received 42% of
the polling-station vote— to LBJ’s 49%. But due to the dilution of the LBJ vote among too
many LBJ delegate-candidates, McCarthy won 20 of the state’s 24 Democratic delegation
seats! Political analysts were stunned. The message was clear: LBJ was defeatable.

6. RFK announces his candidacy

Robert Kennedy, a Democratic senator from New York, was JFK’s younger brother. On March
16, four days after McCarthy’s New Hampshire success, he announced that he too would run
for the presidency as a peace candidate, challenging both McCarthy and Johnson for the
Democratic nomination. On March 31, Johnson gave a nationally televised speech which
ended with the surprise statement that he would not run for re-election in November.

Two days later, April 2, McCarthy won the Wisconsin primary with 57% of the vote. (Kennedy
was not on the ballot.) On April 23, McCarthy won the Pennsylvania primary with 77% of the
vote. It was looking very much like McCarthy might win the presidency in November. But in
Indiana on May 7, Kennedy won 42% of the primary vote, while McCarthy received only
27%. The Nebraska primary (May 14) was even worse for McCarthy. Kennedy won 52% of
the vote and McCarthy only 31%. Kennedy was now a frontrunner.

7. MLK’s opposition to the Vietnam War

On February 25,  1967,  at  the Los Angeles Beverly Hilton Hotel,  Dr.  King delivered his  first
speech devoted solely to the Vietnam conflict, which he declaimed as “one of history’s most
cruel and senseless wars.” He thus became the first prominent American to stand up against
the war, which until then had been generally viewed as the politics only of radical college
students and left-wing professors. Less than a week later, on March 2, 1967, Bobby Kennedy
delivered an anti-war speech in the Senate that was his first public anti-war statement. On
April 4, 1967, King delivered an anti-war speech at Riverside Church in New York City that is
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often  considered  his  most  important  anti-war  statement.  In  it  he  accused  the  U.S.
government of spending more and more on the military and less and less on programs for
the poor.

Martin Luther King, Jr., speaks out against the Vietnam War. [Source: leftvoice.org]

For the remaining year of his life, King struggled mightily to unite the civil rights and anti-
war movements. At the National Conference on New Politics in Chicago in late August 1967
(the largest left-wing conference since 1948), King delivered a keynote address in which he
declared that the 1968 election must be made “a referendum on the [Vietnam] war” and
that “the American people must have the opportunity to vote [militarism] into oblivion.” At
the conference there was some support for a King-Spock anti-war presidential run in 1968.

8. The assassination of Martin Luther King

The story of Martin Luther King’s assassination is complex. In a nutshell, James Earl Ray was
a developed patsy who was coerced into confessing. The official story is that James Earl Ray
shot Dr. King from the second-floor bathroom window of the Brewer boarding house, which
was 200 feet from the Lorraine Motel where King was staying. The real assassin shot from
the bushes behind the Brewer boarding-house, while a James Earl Ray-lookalike allowed
himself  to  be  seen  in  the  boarding-house’s  second-floor  bathroom-window,  then  ran  and
dropped  evidence  incriminating  James  Earl  Ray.

Boarding-house resident Grace Stephens, who lived in the room closest to the bathroom,
said  the shot  came not  from the bathroom but  from the bushes below the bathroom

window.[3] And Solomon Jones, King’s chauffeur who was in the Lorraine parking-lot beneath
where  King  was  standing  on  the  second-floor  balcony  when  the  shooting  happened,  said
that immediately after the shooting he glimpsed a man in the bushes with his back to the

Lorraine.[4]

But  the  1976-78  House  Select  Committee  on  Assassinations  that  re-investigated  the
assassinations  of  JFK  and  Dr.  King  found reasons  to  discredit  the  testimony of  Grace
Stephens and Solomon Jones. Chief Counsel for the committee was G. Robert Blakey, who

https://www.leftvoice.org/beyond-vietnam-mlks-lessons-on-us-imperialism/
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had helped the CIA hide and withhold evidence during the Warren Commission investigation

of the JFK assassination.[5]

Before and after the assassination, Ray was given money and instructions on where to go by
a mysterious “Raoul” and others. Ray’s movements were controlled and everything was set
up to point to him. Proof that Raoul was real (not invented as the police and FBI claimed) lies
in the fact that Ray based his 1971 appeal application (his only chance for freedom) on his

attorney Percy Foreman’s failure to investigate his phone numbers for Raoul.[6]

James Earl Ray was falsely accused of King’s killing. [Source: allthatsinteresting.com]

Evidence pointing to the CIA includes the fact that Ray’s aliases almost certainly came from

an  intelligence  agency;[7]  that  Jules  Ricco  Kimble  testified  that  he  flew  Ray  to  Toronto  to
meet with a CIA identities specialist; that Ray received his activation call from Raoul on
March 16, only a couple of hours after Bobby Kennedy announced his decision to run for
president; and that Ray’s lawyer for his 1971 appeal application was Bernard Fensterwald,
whose legal career was closely intertwined with CIA domestic operations.

https://allthatsinteresting.com/james-earl-ray
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In the 1960s and 1970s the CIA put trainers and advisers in the intelligence units of police

departments in many American cities.[8] When in 1976 the House of Representatives voted
to establish a committee to re-open the investigations into the assassinations of JFK and Dr.
King,  the  Memphis  ACLU  filed  a  petition  requiring  the  Memphis  Police  Department  to
preserve  the  files  of  its  intelligence  unit  (180  boxes).  The  files  would  have  revealed  any
collaboration with the CIA regarding Dr.  King, particularly the names of the individuals
involved. The court granted the petition, but the files were removed and destroyed one hour

before the court order was delivered to Memphis police headquarters.[9]

Excursus A: CIA expertise in influencing elections

CIA  expertise  in  manipulating  elections  was  pioneered  by  one  man—former  OSS  official

Thomas W. Braden.[10]  In 1946 Braden co-wrote Sub Rosa,  the OSS’s unofficial history, and
OSS chief Gen. William Donovan wanted Braden to succeed him as head of OSS.

In 1947 and 1948 there were situations in France and Italy which might have allowed the
Communists to come to power in those countries. The U.S. government tasked an Army
covert operations unit called SSU (whose European operations were run by Tom Braden)

with intervening in the strikes and elections in France and Italy.[11]  Braden did this  by
creating  “black  propaganda,”  funding  radio  and  newspaper  advertising,  printing  and
distributing  campaign  literature,  organizing  political  rallies,  subsidizing  friendly  groups,
bribing  officials,  hiring  Mafia  gangs  to  assault  opposition  workers—and  likely  other  tactics
that Braden has not admitted.

CIA psychological warfare instructor Paul Linebarger once warned his students, “I hate to
think what would ever happen if any of you ever got out of this business and got involved in
U.S. politics. These kinds of dirty tricks must never be used in internal U.S. politics. The
whole system would come apart.”

In 1951 Braden joined the CIA as (then) Deputy Director Allen Dulles’s special assistant. He
soon established the CIA’s International Organizations Division (IO) to oppose the growth of
Soviet influence around the world. For the next 20 years, IO provided support for the non-
Communist left (NCL) through covert financial aid to non-Communist trade unions, political
parties, newspapers, and international organizations of journalists, educators, and students.
IO also had much expertise in influencing elections and was heavily involved in supporting
the Christian Democrats against the Communist Party in the Italian general elections of
1953, in supporting the growth of the Social Democrats in Germany, and in making the

British  Labor  Party  more  moderate.[12]  Western  Europe  was  prevented  from  “going
Communist” in the years after World War II  largely through the election-influencing tactics

of Tom Braden.[13]

9. The CIA and McCarthy’s campaign finance organization

a. Controlling a candidate by controlling his finances

Controlling  or  directing  a  candidate’s  finances  can  be  used  to  influence  the  candidate’s
positions and activities, and to shape campaign advertising. Major donors may express their
concerns  to  the  candidate  directly  or  through  finance  committee  officials.  Finance
committee  officials  are  also  in  a  position  to  influence  or  suggest  to  the  donors  certain
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concerns and requests that are then passed on to the candidate as being from the donors.

b. CIA allies and McCarthy’s campaign finance organization

On April 21, “Citizens for McCarthy” was established in New York City as McCarthy’s new
fundraising organization. “Citizens for McCarthy” was headed by Tom Finletter,  a close
associate of Cord Meyer. Meyer was a friend of Tom Braden and ran IO after Braden left in
1954. In 1968 he was in charge of much of the CIA’s anti-Soviet operations worldwide—not
likely a supporter of McCarthy.

Another member of “Citizens for McCarthy”’s board of directors was Benjamin Buttenwieser,
who was closely associated, both socially and professionally, with John J. McCloy, who helped
create IO’s secret funding structure. Buttenwieser’s wife Helen, head of the New York Legal
Aid  Society,  was  at  the  center  of  the  U.S.  government’s  investigation  into  whether
suspected  Soviet  spy  Alger  Hiss  had  any  undetected  associates  at  the  State
Department—and McCloy once said that journalists digging around her legal defense of Hiss
threatened to expose some of the government’s most sensitive operations. Buttenwieser
and McCloy were involved in secret government security, not liberalism, and Buttenwieser’s
role as a director of “Citizens for McCarthy” was almost certainly intended to undermine
McCarthy.

c. Bringing Tom McCoy into McCarthy’s campaign organization

For some time friends and donors had been urging McCarthy to re-organize his campaign.
On  May  15-16,  he  met  with  a  five-man  delegation,  including  Tom  Finney,  Tom  McCoy
(thatTom McCoy, who was also Finney’s brother-in-law and chief aide), and Washington
lobbyist Larry Merthan. The delegation pushed McCarthy into making certain changes. On
May 18, McCarthy removed Curtis Gans from supervision of the campaign and installed Tom
Finney.

Finney  was  the  law  partner  of  Clark  Clifford,  the  Secretary  of  Defense  in  1968  who  had
written the CIA’s charter in 1947. Larry Merthan had been a CIA intelligence officer in West
Germany in the 1950s and served on the staff of  the Franz Lieber Foundation,  a CIA front

that was used to funnel money to anti-Communist groups.[14]  Thus three of the five men in
the  delegation  that  met  with  McCarthy  on  May  15-16  to  re-structure  his  campaign
organization were former (or current) CIA operatives.

10. The assassination of Sen. Robert F. Kennedy

As with Dr. King, the story of Bobby Kennedy’s assassination is complex. Officially, RFK was
shot by Sirhan Sirhan on June 5, 1968, as he was leaving Los Angeles’s Ambassador Hotel
through the kitchen pantry. He died 26 hours later, never regaining consciousness. In a
nutshell, Sirhan Sirhan was a developed patsy who does not even remember the shooting
and was probably under hypnosis at the time.

The real assassin was the “second gunman” seen by several witnesses at the scene. Several
witnesses  also  saw  Sirhan’s  gun  emit  “tongues  of  fire”  characteristic  of  slugless

cartridges—doubtless so that Sirhan would not shoot the second gunman.[15] Witness Sandra
Serrano saw two men and a woman climb up the kitchen emergency exit  before the
shooting, and one man and a woman climb down the exit after the shooting. Testimony
regarding  the  second  gunman,  slugless  cartridges,  and  people  going  up  and  down
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emergency  exits  was  omitted  from  the  official  report,  which  considered  Sirhan  the  sole
assassin.

Image on the right is from wikipedia.org

Evidence pointing to the CIA and to conspiracy and cover-up includes the following:

1) LAPD’s investigation into Bobby Kennedy’s assassination, called Special Unit Senator, was
run by Lt. Manuel Pena. He and his assistant, Sgt. Enrique Hernandez, had recently come to
LAPD from an ultra-secret CIA unit inside the Agency for International Development. One of
the unit’s  specialties was teaching assassination techniques to foreign intelligence and

security officials.[16] The report they produced omitted all evidence of a second shooter.

2) Dr. William Joseph Bryan was perhaps the world’s foremost hypnosis expert, whose work
included  hypnotizing  serial  murderers  to  determine  their  motivation,  such  as  “Boston
Strangler” Albert DiSalvo. Bryan allegedly developed pre-programmed assassin techniques
for the CIA, such as a “robot assassin” acting under post-hypnotic suggestion, as part of the
CIA  mind-control  project  MK/ULTRA.  Bryan  was  reportedly  the  technical  consultant  on
hypno-assassination for the film The Manchurian Candidate. Dr. Bryan told two of his female
friends in Beverly Hills that he had worked with Sirhan. This would explain why Sirhan’s
notebooks contained many references to Albert DiSalvo, who was Dr. Bryan’s most famous

patient.[17] The 1976-78 House Select Committee on Assassinations subpoenaed Dr. Bryan to
testify, but he died two days before he could be questioned by the House investigator. He
died from a drug overdose administered via syringe in a location that he would not likely
have been able to do himself.

3) After his conviction Sirhan was sent to San Quentin prison, where psychiatrist Dr. Eduard

Simson-Kallas determined that he had been programmed.[18]

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Assassination_of_Robert_F._Kennedy
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Sirhan Sirhan [Source: pasadenanow.com]

4) A year after the investigation concluded, an inventory revealed that all of the physical
evidence in the Bobby Kennedy assassination, including all the pantry tiles and panels, had
been destroyed in the County incinerators and nothing remained. Likewise, all 2,400 original
police crime-scene photos. And, likewise, with the 3,470 witness interviews done by Special
Unit Senator. All the interviews were tape-recorded and there were no written transcriptions.
The  inventory  revealed  that  all  but  300  of  the  3,470  witness  interviews  were
missing—including all of the most important ones. Amateur photographer Scott Enyart had
filmed  the  celebration  at  the  Ambassador,  including  the  shooting  in  the  pantry.  His  three
rolls of film were taken by the LAPD shortly after the shooting, and roll number three (taken

in the pantry) was never returned.[19] It would have shown who did what.

5)  The  1976-78  House  Select  Committee  on  Assassinations  re-investigated  the
assassinations  of  JFK  and  Dr.  King,  but  not  Robert  Kennedy.  Was  it  because  a  re-
investigation  would  likely  have  established  the  role  of  a  second  gunman  in  RFK’s
assassination and revealed massive evidence of a cover-up in the original investigation?

Two additions: First, after RFK announced his candidacy, Tom Braden and his wife Joan
joined the board of RFK’s California campaign organization. Joan Braden traveled with RFK
while he was campaigning nationwide. On the day of the California primary, June 4, Joan
Braden lent RFK her car for him to travel around Los Angeles. After RFK was shot on June 5,
Joan Braden and Theodore  White  (The Making of  the  President  series)  baby-sat  RFK’s
children at the hotel so that RFK’s wife Ethel could be with him at the hospital.

Second, in addition to RFK’s anti-Vietnam War position, the CIA had another motive for
eliminating him: If elected, Bobby Kennedy would have opened a new investigation into his
brother JFK’s assassination—which would likely have resulted in greatly restructuring the CIA
and sending many of its top officials to prison.

https://www.pasadenanow.com/main/breaking-rfks-assassin-former-pasadena-resident-sirhan-sirhan-granted-parole
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Excursus B: The CIA’s Charter and Domestic Operations

The National Security Act of 1947 re-organized the U.S. military and created the CIA, and

Section 102 is often called “the CIA’s charter.”[20] Section 102 was drawn up by the law firm
of  President  Truman’s  closest  adviser,  Clark  Clifford.  The  CIA’s  duties  are  listed  in
Subsection d, Paragraphs 1-5: “(1) to advise the National Security Council  in matters…
(relating to) national security… (2) to make recommendations to the President through the
National Security Council… (3) to correlate and evaluate intelligence relating to the national
security, and provide for the dissemination of such intelligence within the Government using
where appropriate existing agencies and facilities.”

In deference to FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover and civil libertarians, Paragraph 3 includes a
statement that “the Agency shall have no police, subpoena, law-enforcement powers or
internal-security  functions.”  This  appears  to  restrict  the  CIA’s  duties  to  analyzing  and
passing on intelligence collected by other intelligence agencies. This was apparently meant
to outflank J. Edgar Hoover and to facilitate the act being approved by Congress. Paragraph
3 also appears to forbid the CIA from engaging in domestic operations and internal security
activities (the realm of the FBI)  and to permit only administrative,  supply and training
activities inside the United States.  Paragraph 3 further appears to forbid the CIA from
engaging in foreign intelligence-gathering and covert operations.

However, an elastic clause in Subsection d, Paragraph 5, permits the Agency to perform
“such other functions and duties related to intelligence affecting the national security as the
National Security Council may from time to time direct.” This opens the door for the CIA to
perform covert operations, including domestic operations. In the 1975 Church Committee
hearings Clark Clifford confirmed that this clause was intended to permit covert actions by
the CIA.

From the beginning,  the CIA carried out  domestic  activities under the direction of  the
National Security Council. These activities were made deniable by having them carried out
through third parties (proxies), such as Maheu Associates, and other groups and individuals.
In  his  autobiography,  Next  to  Hughes,  Robert  Maheu states  that,  when he  began his
investigative firm in 1954, “almost immediately, I  began working for the CIA” and that the
CIA wanted him “to perform ‘cut-out’ operations for the Agency—i.e., those jobs with which
the Company could not be officially connected.”

America’s leading wiretapper from the 1940s to the 1960s was Bernard Spindel. In his
autobiography, The Ominous Ear, Spindel reproduces the 1951 letter from the CIA rejecting
his application for employment. Beneath it Spindel put the caption “The cream of the jest!”
because in fact he had done many domestic jobs for the CIA. The reason that the CIA didn’t
hire him was probably so that,  if  he were caught,  the CIA could deny that they were
involved.

Domestic operations, even minor operations, were kept secret in order to prevent public
pressure to restrict or abolish the Agency. Most of the American public believed that, like
the U.S. military, the CIA was completely loyal to the President and to Congress. The CIA’s
involvement in the 1968 election was exactly the sort of thing that, if it had become public
at that time, would have caused a large part of the American public to support abolishing
the Agency.

https://covertactionmagazine.com/2022/06/02/did-the-cia-subvert-the-1968-u-s-presidential-election/#post-38896-footnote-20
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11. The break-up of RFK’s campaign staff after his assassination

a. Larry O’Brien

Bobby  Kennedy’s  campaign  manager  was  Larry  O’Brien.  After  Bobby  Kennedy’s
assassination, he intended to go to work for Vice President Hubert Humphrey. Enter Robert
Maheu. Maheu ran a detective agency, Maheu Associates, that had only two clients, the CIA
and the National Security Council, and had done numerous domestic jobs for them. One of
those  jobs  was  to  counter  Harold  Stassen’s  attempt  at  the  1956  Republican  National
Convention to remove Nixon as the vice-presidential candidate.

Because Hughes Enterprises was a major contractor for NASA and the U.S. military, but
Howard Hughes himself was totally incapacitated, the U.S. government tasked Maheu with
running Hughes Enterprises. He did this in a way which gave the appearance that Hughes
was really in charge, but was desirous of great privacy. In June 1968 Maheu succeeded in
getting O’Brien to go to work for “Hughes” beginning in August—removing him from working
for McCarthy or Humphrey in the latter part of the election. In his autobiography Next to
Hughes,  Maheu  claims  that  initially  “Hughes”  sought  to  hire  Bobby  Kennedy’s  entire

campaign organization.[21]

b. Angie Novello

Parallel to this was the post-assassination hiring of RFK’s personal secretary, Angie Novello,
by Washington lawyer Edward Bennett Williams. Novello was RFK’s “right-hand man” and
played an indispensable role in his campaign. Luring Ms. Novello took considerable effort on
Williams’ part since Novello was deeply devoted to RFK and had to be convinced by Williams

that his former feud with Kennedy had been settled amicably.[22]

Williams was a close friend of the CIA. In 1956 he partnered with Robert Maheu in the Icardi
investigation, which was an issue in the 1956 Italian election. In the 1970s he shared a small
office building with Intertel (another CIA-front security operation) and was a member of the
Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board (a civilian oversight board for monitoring the CIA that
was actually staffed with CIA allies). In the early 1970s he was the attorney for CIA Director
Richard  Helms.  Williams  was  offered  the  post  of  DCI  (CIA  director)  in  1975  and  1987.  He
declined both times.

c. Ford Foundation grants

Another  event  that  was  apparently  intended  to  divert  eight  key  RFK  campaign  staffers
(including speechwriter Adam Walinsky and press secretary Frank Mankiewicz) from working
for McCarthy or Humphrey was the awarding of Ford Foundation grants to those RFK staffers
after the assassination to enable them to “travel and study.” The grants were personally
approved by Ford Foundation President McGeorge Bundy. In the early 1950s, Mac had
worked closely with the CIA in arranging CIA penetration of the academic world. Mac’s

brother William served in the CIA 1951-61 and was the CIA’s working liaison to the NSC.[23]

d. Frank Mankiewicz

Frank Mankiewicz was Bobby Kennedy’s press secretary from 1966 to 1968. He played a key
role in RFK’s presidential campaign and was known for his skillful handling of televised press
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conferences—a valuable  asset.  The Ford  Foundation grants  did  not  immediately  divert
Mankiewicz from the remainder of the 1968 election campaign.

In late August he participated in the Democratic National Convention in Chicago. About this
same  time  (August  1968)  Tom  Braden,  who  created  the  CIA’s  election-manipulating
techniques in the late 1940s, convinced Mankiewicz to collaborate with him in writing a
syndicated political column. The column launched in fall 1968 and came to be carried in 70
newspapers nationwide.

Beginning at that same time, Mankiewicz and Braden also anchored the 11 o’clock news on
Washington, D.C.’s WTOP radio station, and hosted a show called “Seven Days” that ran

once a week. These activities took Mankiewicz out of the remainder of the 1968 election.[24]

12. Richard Nixon was the only viable pro-Vietnam War candidate

While Democratic candidates favored pulling out of Vietnam, Republican candidates were
divided on the issue. Liberal Republicans like Nelson Rockefeller and George Romney (Mitt
Romney’s father) promised a quick withdrawal, while conservative Republican Richard Nixon
was committed to continuing the war. Nixon had been a staunch anti-Communist when he
was vice president under Eisenhower. Nixon was the only viable pro-war candidate and was
surely seen by the CIA as the only hope for continuing and winning the Vietnam War.

Nixon’s main Republican rival was Nelson Rockefeller, who entered the race in July. As
governor of New York, Rockefeller instituted relatively liberal policies regarding abortion,
civil rights, drug rehabilitation, and conservation (though his drug laws were notoriously
harsh).  As a moderate Republican and Keynesian, Rockefeller felt  that the government
should address inner-city poverty with programs to provide better education, low-income
housing, and equal job opportunities. Nixon, on the other hand, supported conservative
policies and was known as a “law and order” candidate who supported strong responses to
the Black riots and student demonstrations of the 1960s.

13. The CIA and Nelson Rockefeller’s campaign finance organization

Tom  Braden  was  the  CIA  official  who  in  1950  established  the  CIA’s  International
Organizations  Division  (IO)  to  provide  secret  funding  to  influence  politics  and  elections
across the globe against Communism. Although Braden was a long-time friend of Rockefeller
(they were actually “frenemies” in competition for the same woman, Joan Ridley), in 1968
they were on opposite sides regarding the Vietnam War. But in summer 1968 Braden joined
the board of Rockefeller’s national finance committee.

Of the board’s five members, two others were also involved in CIA secret political funding:
Jock Whitney and Arthur Dean. Jock Whitney, a Broadway producer, permitted his personal
foundation, the Whitney Trust, to be used as a conduit for CIA funds. Whitney’s cousin and
close friend was Tracy Barnes. Barnes, a few years after the war, served in OPC, a covert
operations unit that became part of the CIA in 1950.

Arthur  Dean  had  been  a  partner  at  Allen  Dulles’s  law  firm—Sullivan  and  Cromwell—since
1953 and was Finletter’s co-trustee at the Asia Foundation, an IO organ. It is likely that
Rockefeller did not realize the CIA’s participation in the election and allowed these men,
whom he  had  long  known,  to  oversee  his  campaign  finances  because  he  viewed  them as
friends and allies.
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14. The CIA secretly contributes to Nixon’s campaign

Greek-American businessman Thomas Pappas had an oil,  steel  and shipping empire in
Greece. His Pappas Charitable Trust was a secret CIA funding conduit and he boasted of
being “an old CIA hand.”

In 1968 over a half-million dollars was contributed to Nixon’s campaign supposedly from
Tom Pappas. In 1972 Elias P. Demetracopoulos, a Greek journalist and dissident who lived in
Washington, D.C., during the junta years, spoke about the Pappas contribution. He told DNC
Chairman Larry O’Brien that, in 1968, the Greek junta funneled more than $500,000 to the
Nixon campaign. The money had come from the CIA to Greece’s feared secret police and
intelligence  agency  KYP  (which  the  CIA  had  created),  and  KYP’s  strongman  Michael
Roufogalis passed the money to Thomas Pappas, who contributed it under his own name.
And in 1976, in secret testimony before the House Intelligence Committee, Henry J. Tasca,
U.S.  Ambassador  to  Greece  during  the  junta  years  (1967-1974),  confirmed that  the  Greek

dictatorship had funneled money to Nixon’s 1968 campaign.[25]

15. The Republican National Convention and the Liberty City riot

The two main candidates at the 1968 Republican National Convention in Miami Beach were
Richard Nixon, who supported the Vietnam War, and Nelson Rockefeller, who opposed the
war.  Neither  arrived  at  the  Convention  with  enough  votes  to  win  on  the  first  ballot,
scheduled for  7:00 p.m. on August 7.  But Rockefeller  was a good negotiator  and was
expected to gain enough support from minor-candidate delegates to win on the second
ballot.

A riot broke out in Miami’s largest Black neighborhood, Liberty City, six miles from the
Convention site, at 1:00 p.m. on August 7, six hours before the balloting began. The riot
quickly grew quite large and was widely reported on radio and TV that afternoon and
evening. Rockefeller supported government assistance to inner-city Blacks, while Nixon took
a law-and-order position on Black riots.  The riot  influenced almost 80 delegates to change
their  votes  to  Nixon,  who  won  on  the  first  ballot.  Rockefeller  lost  the  opportunity  to
negotiate  for  a  second-ballot  win.

The riot  continued for  two more days,  killing three and seriously  injuring dozens,  and
destroying a large part of Liberty City’s main business and shopping district. After the riot a
group called the Miami Study Team was organized to conduct an official  investigation into
the riot.  The riot was Miami’s first riot and its timing, a few hours before the Convention’s
voting, was suspicious. The Miami Study Team produced a report, the Miami Report, that
concluded that there was no connection between the riot and the Convention.

But there is a problem with the Miami Report. The Report’s preface stated that, because of
“discrepancies between various accounts… we have not undertaken to set forth varying
accounts of the same episode. We have resolved them as best we could in discussion with
our  staff,  and  presented  only  our  conclusions.”  The  Miami  Report  gives  an  account  of  the
first day of the riot, especially regarding how and when the riot started, that is very different
from that given in Miami’s two major newspapers, the Miami Herald and the Miami News.

The Miami newspapers said that the incident that started the riot (the Wallace-sticker car
incident)  happened shortly  after  1:00 p.m.  and that  the  riot  was  quite  large  by  mid-
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afternoon.[26]

But the Miami Report said there was no rioting in the afternoon, only “pebble-throwing” by
teenagers. And the Miami Report placed the Wallace-sticker car incident at 7:00 p.m.—too

late to have influenced the voting at the Convention.[27]

The Miami Report also omitted evidence (reported by Miami newspapers) that the riot may
have been manufactured. It looks like the Miami Report’s account was concocted to justify
its conclusion that there was no connection between the riot and the Convention.

The Miami Study Team that wrote the Miami Report was led by two men—Louis Hector and

Paul Helliwell—who had served together in OSS in WWII and were life-long associates,[28]and
several other Miami Study Team members were employees of Helliwell’s Florida law firm.

But Helliwell was not primarily a lawyer. He spent most of his life with the CIA as perhaps
their foremost expert on the secret transfer of guns, drugs and money.

In the late 1940s and early 1950s he was the CIA official in Thailand who arranged for the
secret shipment of weapons to Thailand’s national police force, which was involved in drug-
trafficking that also benefitted Chiang Kai-shek. In 1950 he (and China Lobby founder Tom
Corcoran) persuaded the CIA to purchase half-ownership of Civil Air Transport (which was
later renamed Air America). He lost his Thailand posting in 1954 when the Eisenhower
administration learned that the CIA office in Bangkok was “a mess of opium-trading.”

Returning to Florida, he served as the financial chief for the Bay of Pigs operation. The CIA
had  made  an  arrangement  with  French  Connection  mafioso  Santo  Trafficante  by  which
Trafficante  would  provide  the  1,200  “volunteers”  for  Brigade  2506.

Santo Trafficante [Source: themobmuseum.org]

https://themobmuseum.org/notable_names/santo-trafficante-jr/
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One of the things that the CIA did in return was that, in 1962, Helliwell created the world’s
first  two  offshore  drug-banks  to  service  Trafficante’s  drug  operations  and  CIA  anti-Castro
operations.  Later  he  created  two  more  offshore  drug  banks.  Helliwell  was  involved  in  the
CIA’s acquisition of the cargo airline Southern Air Transport in 1960 for use in supporting
anti-Castro operations and helped pattern it after Air America. In the late 1960s he showed
Laotian opium-traffickers how to use the portable heroin processors developed by the CIA’s
Technical Services Division.

Helliwell was the primary architect of the CIA’s “heroin pipeline” from the Golden Triangle to
America’s inner cities. He was one of the people who did the most to create the inner-city
heroin epidemic that has killed so many young people, especially young Blacks. And he was

a career CIA official who specialized in doing sensitive CIA operations secretly.[29] His role in
investigating  the  1968  Liberty  City  riot  and  writing  the  Miami  Report  makes  no
sense—unless the Liberty City riot was a secret CIA operation.

16. The Democratic National Convention

The Democratic National Convention was held in Chicago from August 26 to August 29. Vice
President Hubert H. Humphrey entered the race on April 27, inheriting LBJ’s 561 delegates.
Kennedy’s assassination on June 5 left his 393 delegates uncommitted. Support within the
Democratic Party was divided between Senator McCarthy and Vice President Humphrey.

The Democratic Convention was the scene of massive protests on the streets of Chicago.
And crackdowns by Mayor Daley’s 11,000 city police, 18,000 Illinois National Guard troops,
and 6,000 federal troops—all broadcast on national TV. In the end, Humphrey won the
nomination with 1,759 votes to McCarthy’s 601. While McCarthy was a very strong opponent
of the Vietnam War, Humphrey’s public position was less clear.

17. Humphrey’s position on the Vietnam War

In February 1965 Humphrey sent LBJ a memorandum advising that now was a good time to
“cut your loses” and begin pulling out of Vietnam. Like Dr. King, Humphrey was greatly
concerned about the large amount of money being spent on the war instead of on domestic
social  programs. LBJ was quite angry and said that Humphrey should “stay out of  the
peacekeeping and negotiating field” on Vietnam. Thereafter,  Humphrey publicly supported
LBJ on the war.

Although at the 1968 Democratic National Convention Humphrey did not declare himself a
peace candidate and opposed putting a peace plank in the party platform, he said in his
acceptance speech that “the policies of tomorrow need not be limited to the policies of
yesterday.” It appeared that if Humphrey were elected, he might take a softer position on
the war and could not be counted on to pursue an outright victory.

18. The Paris peace talks cause Humphrey to rise in the polls

With the Democratic Party badly divided during the late August convention, Humphrey
trailed  Nixon  significantly  in  September.  In  October,  after  Humphrey  announced  that  he
would halt the bombing if he were elected, his campaign began to gain momentum. On
October 10, LBJ broke his election neutrality and delivered a radio speech that supported
Humphrey. Humphrey began to rise in the polls,  trailing Nixon by only 5% in the poll
released October 18, with 40% for Nixon and 35% for Humphrey (and 20% for George
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Wallace, who was running on his own party).

Since June the Johnson administration had attempted to arrange peace talks in Paris. By
October  the  North  Vietnamese  had  accepted  and  the  talks  were  scheduled  to  begin
November 2, three days before the election (which LBJ had calculated to help Humphrey).
On  October  31,  Johnson  announced  a  halt  to  the  bombing  of  North  Vietnam effective  the
next day. This would have helped Humphrey, whose poll numbers were then edging very
close to those of Nixon and would have surpassed him by several percentage points on
election day if the climb rate continued. The New York Daily News’s October 24 poll placed
Humphrey only two points behind Nixon and the Harris poll showed him ahead of Nixon
(43% to 40%) on November 2. If things continued that way, it appeared that Humphrey
would win the election.

Source: twitter.com

19. Anna Chennault and the Paris Peace talks

a. Anna Chennault’s CIA connections

During World War II General Claire Chennault organized the Flying Tigers to help Chiang Kai-

https://twitter.com/beschlossdc/status/1321828586614083589
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shek and his KMT army fight against the Japanese in China. After the war ended in 1945 the
civil war between the KMT and the Chinese Communists resumed, and Chennault created
Civil  Air  Transport  to  fly  weapons  and  supplies  to  Chiang  Kai-shek’s  forces.  In  1949  the
Chinese Communists won the civil war and CKS and the KMT retreated to Taiwan. Much of
CKS’s  financial  support  came  from  “Big-ear”  Tu,  Shanghai’s  biggest  drug-lord.  After  the
Chinese Communists took control  of  the opium-producing region in southwest China in
1948, Tu began getting his opium from Thailand, where the opium trade was run by Gen.
Phao. After the Chinese Communists took Shanghai in 1949, Tu moved his drug operation to
Hong Kong  and  Taiwan.  In  the  late  1940s  CAT  supported  CKS and  General  Phao  by  flying
weapons  to  Thailand  and  to  KMT  military  forces,  and  flying  opium  from  Thailand  to  Hong
Kong and Taiwan to pay for those weapons.

In 1950 General Chennault sold 40% of CAT to the CIA in an arrangement brokered by
“China lobby” founder Thomas Corcoran and Paul Helliwell to enable CAT to continue the
guns-and-drugs shipments. After Claire Chennault died in 1958, his first wife Nell Thompson
inherited his share of Civil Air Transport. Nell soon sold her part of CAT to the CIA, which re-
named it  Air America. In 1959 Anna Chennault moved to Washington, D.C.,  where she
served as a broadcaster for the Voice of America (1963-66) and an adviser to Radio Free
Asia—both positions often held by CIA personnel.

In Washington her male friend (“constant companion”) was Thomas Corcoran, who had
helped broker the 1950 sale of half of CAT to the CIA. He was also the lobbyist for United
Fruit in the early 1950s which instigated the CIA’s 1954 intervention in Guatemala.

In  1962  Corcoran  founded  the  Washington  law  firm  Corcoran,  Foley,  Youngman  and
Rowe—filled  with  CIA  heavyweights.  Law  partner  Jim  Rowe  was  a  close  friend  of  Clark
Clifford, who wrote the CIA’s charter. Another member of Corcoran’s firm was Robert Amory,
Jr. Amory had been the CIA’s Deputy Director of Intelligence from 1953 to 1962. During that
time he had presided over the removal of a number of world leaders, through assassination
or election intervention. After the Bay of Pigs invasion failed, JFK forced CIA Director Allen
Dulles, Deputy Director Richard Bissell, and Robert Amory to resign from the CIA. Amory
then  joined  Corcoran’s  law  firm.  Corcoran’s  lady-friend,  Anna  Chennault,  was  deeply
connected  to  the  CIA.

b. “The Chennault Affair”

Although the Paris peace talks began in May 1968, it was not until October that LBJ agreed
to end U.S. air strikes on North Vietnam (a demand of Hanoi) and serious negotiations could
begin. Johnson ordered the air strikes to stop on October 29, which caused support for
Humphrey to rise. Between October 29 and November 1, however, the South Vietnamese
government  announced  its  withdrawal  from  the  Paris  peace  talks,  halting  the  peace
process—and  stopping  Humphrey’s  rise  in  the  polls.  The  final  pre-election  Gallup  poll
reported  Nixon  with  42%  and  Humphrey  with  40%.

Mrs. Chennault, a close friend of South Vietnamese ambassador Bui Diem, had convinced
South  Vietnamese  officials  that  their  government  would  receive  a  better  deal  from  Nixon
than  from  Humphrey  and  that  they  should  therefore  not  support  the  Johnson  peace
initiative. Anna Chennault was also a close friend of South Vietnamese President Thieu’s
brother Nguyen Van Kieu, then the South Vietnamese ambassador to Taiwan, and got the
president of Taiwan to lean on Thieu. In addition, she somehow persuaded South Korean
President Park Chung-hee to lean on Thieu. Remarkable! One would think that she would
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have  needed  serious  help  to  accomplish  such  things.  In  any  event,  Anna  Chennault
succeeded in getting the South Vietnamese to withdraw from the Paris peace talks—and
Humphrey slid in the polls.

President Johnson reacted sharply to this turn of events and turned to Nixon for explanation,
but Nixon claimed to know nothing of Mrs. Chennault’s doings. Humphrey accepted Nixon’s
protest  of  innocence  and  did  not  blast  him  in  the  final  pre-election  days  with  charges  of
scuttling the peace talks. But the FBI had been wiretapping the South Vietnamese embassy
in Washington and intercepting the embassy’s cables, and they informed LBJ about Anna
Chennault’s calls to the embassy and to Saigon. Johnson accused Anna Chennault of costing
Humphrey the election—and called it treason. Bui Diem said that he thought that she “may
have  played  her  own  game  in  encouraging  both  the  South  Vietnamese  and  the
Republicans.”

What really happened? In her 1985 interview with Herbert Parmet, Mrs. Chennault revealed
that the full story had not been told. She said that there had also been couriers that the FBI
did not know about, but she refused to identify them. Meaning there were other players
involved. She also said that she did what she did at the request of “powerful men” in

Washington—the CIA?[30]

20. Election day results—Nixon wins

On election day, November 5, Nixon won by less than 1% of the vote, receiving 31.8 million
votes (43.4% of  the total,  301 electoral  votes).  Humphrey received 31.3 million votes
(42.7% of the total, 191 electoral votes), and George Wallace received 9.9 million votes
(13.5% of the total, 46 electoral votes). McCarthy, who had been poised to win the election
after the New Hampshire primary in March, received about 30,000 write-in votes—less than
one vote in a thousand.

After  the  election  Tom  McCoy  “cleaned  up”  McCarthy  campaign  finances  (i.e.,  destroyed
evidence). In 1973 when William Colby became director of the CIA, he brought McCoy back

into the CIA as his close assistant.[31] Meaning that McCoy had been working for the CIA all
along.

21. Conclusion

The author believes that the events recounted in this article (all of which were done by
people closely connected with the CIA) were not coincidental happenings, but actions that
were  done  at  the  direction  of  the  CIA  to  influence  the  outcome  of  the  1968  election.
Meaning  that  the  CIA  successfully  subverted  the  1968  U.S.  presidential  election  and
committed many crimes in the process. Since this happened more than 50 years ago and all
those involved are likely dead, there can be no prosecution for the crimes committed, only a
correction of our history.

Respect and decency require that the people of Liberty City be compensated for the great
damage done to their community. And justice and truth demand that appropriate restitution
be made to all Americans, especially Black Americans, for the murders of Martin Luther
King, Jr., and Robert F. Kennedy.

*
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